
  

Chapter 5 
Systems of Linear Equations

Determinants

● Section 5.5
Solving Systems of Three Linear Equations in 
Three Unknowns Algebraically



  

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

Consider three equations

each  contains three unknowns: x,y, and z or (x,y,z)

A solution to this system is the triple of values (x,y,z) that 
satisfies all the equations.

Methods to solve the system:
● graphically
● by addition / elimination method
● by substitution method
● by determinants

{a1 x+b1 y+c1 z=d1

a2 x+b2 y+c2 z=d2

a3 x+b3 y+c3 z=d3



  

Solving system of equations graphically

Each of the equations represents a plane, hence we have 
three planes. If the planes intersect at one point, we have 
one solution.

Let’s visit https://www.geogebra.org/3d to see the graphs.

As you will see, it is complicated to use graphical approach.

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

https://www.geogebra.org/3d


  

Solving system of equations by addition/elimination method

How to solve such a system:
●  multiply any two equations by such numbers so that after the 

equations are added, one of the variables is eliminated.
● repeat the process using a different pair of equations to 

eliminate the same variable.
● you should end up with two equations in two variables. Use any 

method to solve this system.
● pick any of the three original equations to substitute the values 

of variables already found to find the value of the third variable 
(the one that was eliminated in the first two steps).

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0



  

Solving system of equations by addition/elimination method

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0



  

Solving system of equations by addition/elimination method

(1) let’s eliminate x:

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0



  

Solving system of equations by addition/elimination method

(1) let’s eliminate x:

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5 ×(−1)
2 x− y−2 z=−1 ×(1)

4 x− y−3 z=0



  

Solving system of equations by addition/elimination method

(1) let’s eliminate x:

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5 ×(−1)
2 x− y−2 z=−1 ×(1)

4 x− y−3 z=0
{−2 x+2 y−3 z=−5

2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0



  

Solving system of equations by addition/elimination method

(1) let’s eliminate x:

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5 ×(−1)
2 x− y−2 z=−1 ×(1)

4 x− y−3 z=0
{−2 x+2 y−3 z=−5

2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

y−5 z=−6+



  

Solving system of equations by addition/elimination method

(1) let’s eliminate x:

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5 ×(−1)
2 x− y−2 z=−1 ×(1)

4 x− y−3 z=0
{−2 x+2 y−3 z=−5

2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

y−5 z=−6+

{ 2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1 ×2

4 x− y−3 z=0 ×(−1)



  

Solving system of equations by addition/elimination method

(1) let’s eliminate x:

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5 ×(−1)
2 x− y−2 z=−1 ×(1)

4 x− y−3 z=0
{−2 x+2 y−3 z=−5

2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

y−5 z=−6+

{ 2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1 ×2

4 x− y−3 z=0 ×(−1)
{ 2 x−2 y+3 z=5
4 x−2 y−4 z=−2
−4 x+ y+3 z=0



  

Solving system of equations by addition/elimination method

(1) let’s eliminate x:

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5 ×(−1)
2 x− y−2 z=−1 ×(1)

4 x− y−3 z=0
{−2 x+2 y−3 z=−5

2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

y−5 z=−6+

{ 2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1 ×2

4 x− y−3 z=0 ×(−1)
{ 2 x−2 y+3 z=5
4 x−2 y−4 z=−2
−4 x+ y+3 z=0

+ − y−z=−2



  

Solving system of equations by addition/elimination method

(2) let’s solve the system of two linear equations in two 
variables:

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

{y−5 z=−6
− y−z=−2



  

Solving system of equations by addition/elimination method

(2) let’s solve the system of two linear equations in two 
variables:

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

{y−5 z=−6
− y−z=−2

+ −6 z=−8



  

Solving system of equations by addition/elimination method

(2) let’s solve the system of two linear equations in two 
variables:

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

{y−5 z=−6
− y−z=−2

+ −6 z=−8 z=−8
−6

= 4
3



  

Solving system of equations by addition/elimination method

(2) let’s solve the system of two linear equations in two 
variables:

substitute      for z in y – 5z = -6:                         

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

{y−5 z=−6
− y−z=−2

+ −6 z=−8 z=−8
−6

= 4
3

4
3



  

Solving system of equations by addition/elimination method

(2) let’s solve the system of two linear equations in two 
variables:

substitute      for z in y – 5z = -6:                         - solve for y 

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

{y−5 z=−6
− y−z=−2

+ −6 z=−8 z=−8
−6

= 4
3

4
3

y−5⋅4
3
=−6



  

Solving system of equations by addition/elimination method

(2) let’s solve the system of two linear equations in two 
variables:

substitute      for z in y – 5z = -6:                         - solve for y 

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

{y−5 z=−6
− y−z=−2

+ −6 z=−8 z=−8
−6

= 4
3

4
3

y−5⋅4
3
=−6

y−20
3

=−6



  

Solving system of equations by addition/elimination method

(2) let’s solve the system of two linear equations in two 
variables:

substitute      for z in y – 5z = -6:                         - solve for y 

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

{y−5 z=−6
− y−z=−2

+ −6 z=−8 z=−8
−6

= 4
3

4
3

y−5⋅4
3
=−6

y−20
3

=−6 y=20
3

−6



  

Solving system of equations by addition/elimination method

(2) let’s solve the system of two linear equations in two 
variables:

substitute      for z in y – 5z = -6:                         - solve for y 

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

{y−5 z=−6
− y−z=−2

+ −6 z=−8 z=−8
−6

= 4
3

4
3

y−5⋅4
3
=−6

y−20
3

=−6 y=20
3

−6=20
3

−18
3

=2
3



  

Solving system of equations by addition/elimination method

(3) Use           and            in any of the equations   above to 

find x. 

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

z=4
3

y=2
3



  

Solving system of equations by addition/elimination method

(3) Use           and            in any of the equations   above to 

find x. Let’s use the third one and solve for x:

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

4 x−2
3
−3⋅4

3
=0

z=4
3

y=2
3



  

Solving system of equations by addition/elimination method

(3) Use           and            in any of the equations   above to 

find x. Let’s use the third one and solve for x:

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

4 x−2
3
−3⋅4

3
=0

z=4
3

y=2
3

4 x−2
3
−12

3
=0



  

Solving system of equations by addition/elimination method

(3) Use           and            in any of the equations   above to 

find x. Let’s use the third one and solve for x:

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

4 x−2
3
−3⋅4

3
=0

z=4
3

y=2
3

4 x−2
3
−12

3
=0

4 x−14
3

=0



  

Solving system of equations by addition/elimination method

(3) Use           and            in any of the equations   above to 

find x. Let’s use the third one and solve for x:

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

4 x−2
3
−3⋅4

3
=0

z=4
3

y=2
3

4 x−2
3
−12

3
=0

4 x−14
3

=0 4 x=14
3



  

Solving system of equations by addition/elimination method

(3) Use           and            in any of the equations   above to 

find x. Let’s use the third one and solve for x:

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

4 x−2
3
−3⋅4

3
=0

z=4
3

y=2
3

4 x−2
3
−12

3
=0

4 x−14
3

=0 4 x=14
3

x=14
12

=7
6



  

Solving system of equations by addition/elimination method

Answer: 

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{2 x−2 y+3 z=5
2 x− y−2 z=−1
4 x− y−3 z=0

x=7
6
, y=2

3
, z=4

3



  

Example: Find the angles A, B, and C in the roof truss 
shown in the figure:

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

A

A

A + B
B

2B

C



  

Example: Find the angles A, B, and C in the roof truss 
shown in the figure:

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

A

A

A + B
B

2B

C A+B+C=180



  

Example: Find the angles A, B, and C in the roof truss 
shown in the figure:

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

A

A

A + B
B

2B

C A+B+C=180

A+(A+2B)+B=180



  

Example: Find the angles A, B, and C in the roof truss 
shown in the figure:

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

A

A

A + B
B

2B

C

A+90o+(A+B)=180

A+B+C=180

A+(A+2B)+B=180



  

Example: Find the angles A, B, and C in the roof truss 
shown in the figure:

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{ A+B+C=180
A+(A+2B)+B=180

A+90o+(A+B)=180
A

A

A + B
B

2B

C

{ A+B+C=180
2 A+3B=180

2 A+90o+B=180



  

Example: Find the angles A, B, and C in the roof truss 
shown in the figure:

Let’s solve the system:

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{ A+B+C=180
2 A+3B=180

2 A+90o+B=180



  

Example: Find the angles A, B, and C in the roof truss 
shown in the figure:

Let’s solve the system:

Did you notice that two equations have two variables, A and 
B? 

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{ A+B+C=180
2 A+3B=180

2 A+90o+B=180



  

Example: Find the angles A, B, and C in the roof truss 
shown in the figure:

Let’s solve the system:

Did you notice that two equations have two variables, A and 
B? Let’s solve the system of those two equations first!

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{ A+B+C=180
2 A+3B=180

2 A+90o+B=180



  

Example: Find the angles A, B, and C in the roof truss 
shown in the figure:

Let’s solve the system:

Did you notice that two equations have two variables, A and 
B? Let’s solve the system of those two equations first!

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{ A+B+C=180
2 A+3B=180

2 A+90o+B=180

{2 A+3B=180 ×(−1)
2 A+90o+B=180



  

Example: Find the angles A, B, and C in the roof truss 
shown in the figure:

Let’s solve the system:

Did you notice that two equations have two variables, A and 
B? Let’s solve the system of those two equations first!

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{ A+B+C=180
2 A+3B=180

2 A+90o+B=180

{2 A+3B=180 ×(−1)
2 A+90o+B=180 {−2 A−3B=−180

2 A+90o+B=180



  

Example: Find the angles A, B, and C in the roof truss 
shown in the figure:

Let’s solve the system:

Did you notice that two equations have two variables, A and 
B? Let’s solve the system of those two equations first!

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{ A+B+C=180
2 A+3B=180

2 A+90o+B=180

{2 A+3B=180 ×(−1)
2 A+90o+B=180 {−2 A−3B=−180

2 A+90o+B=180
+ 90o−2B=0



  

Example: Find the angles A, B, and C in the roof truss 
shown in the figure:

Let’s solve the system:

Did you notice that two equations have two variables, A and 
B? Let’s solve the system of those two equations first!

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{ A+B+C=180
2 A+3B=180

2 A+90o+B=180

{2 A+3B=180 ×(−1)
2 A+90o+B=180 {−2 A−3B=−180

2 A+90o+B=180
+ 90o−2B=0

−2B=−90o



  

Example: Find the angles A, B, and C in the roof truss 
shown in the figure:

Let’s solve the system:

Did you notice that two equations have two variables, A and 
B? Let’s solve the system of those two equations first!

 

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{ A+B+C=180
2 A+3B=180

2 A+90o+B=180

{2 A+3B=180 ×(−1)
2 A+90o+B=180 {−2 A−3B=−180

2 A+90o+B=180
+ 90o−2B=0

−2B=−90o

B=45o



  

Example: Find the angles A, B, and C in the roof truss 
shown in the figure:

Let’s solve the system:

Did you notice that two equations have two variables, A and 
B? Let’s solve the system of those two equations first!

Use B = 45o in equation 2A + 3B = 180o to 
find  angle A:  

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{ A+B+C=180
2 A+3B=180

2 A+90o+B=180

{2 A+3B=180 ×(−1)
2 A+90o+B=180 {−2 A−3B=−180

2 A+90o+B=180
+ 90o−2B=0

−2B=−90o

B=45o



  

Example: Find the angles A, B, and C in the roof truss 
shown in the figure:

Let’s solve the system:

Did you notice that two equations have two variables, A and 
B? Let’s solve the system of those two equations first!

Use B = 45o in equation 2A + 3B = 180o to 
find  angle A:  2A + 345o = 180o

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{ A+B+C=180
2 A+3B=180

2 A+90o+B=180

{2 A+3B=180 ×(−1)
2 A+90o+B=180 {−2 A−3B=−180

2 A+90o+B=180
+ 90o−2B=0

−2B=−90o

B=45o



  

Example: Find the angles A, B, and C in the roof truss 
shown in the figure:

Let’s solve the system:

Did you notice that two equations have two variables, A and 
B? Let’s solve the system of those two equations first!

Use B = 45o in equation 2A + 3B = 180o to 
find  angle A:  2A + 345o = 180o

2A + 135o = 180o     

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{ A+B+C=180
2 A+3B=180

2 A+90o+B=180

{2 A+3B=180 ×(−1)
2 A+90o+B=180 {−2 A−3B=−180

2 A+90o+B=180
+ 90o−2B=0

−2B=−90o

B=45o



  

Example: Find the angles A, B, and C in the roof truss 
shown in the figure:

Let’s solve the system:

Did you notice that two equations have two variables, A and 
B? Let’s solve the system of those two equations first!

Use B = 45o in equation 2A + 3B = 180o to 
find  angle A:  2A + 345o = 180o

2A + 135o = 180o     2A = 45o   

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{ A+B+C=180
2 A+3B=180

2 A+90o+B=180

{2 A+3B=180 ×(−1)
2 A+90o+B=180 {−2 A−3B=−180

2 A+90o+B=180
+ 90o−2B=0

−2B=−90o

B=45o



  

Example: Find the angles A, B, and C in the roof truss 
shown in the figure:

Let’s solve the system:

Did you notice that two equations have two variables, A and 
B? Let’s solve the system of those two equations first!

Use B = 45o in equation 2A + 3B = 180o to 
find  angle A:  2A + 345o = 180o

2A + 135o = 180o     2A = 45o       A  = 22.5o   

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{ A+B+C=180
2 A+3B=180

2 A+90o+B=180

{2 A+3B=180 ×(−1)
2 A+90o+B=180 {−2 A−3B=−180

2 A+90o+B=180
+ 90o−2B=0

−2B=−90o

B=45o



  

Example: Find the angles A, B, and C in the roof truss 
shown in the figure:

Let’s solve the system:

Did you notice that two equations have two variables, A and 
B? Let’s solve the system of those two equations first!

Use B = 45o in equation 2A + 3B = 180o to 
find  angle A:  2A + 345o = 180o

2A + 135o = 180o     2A = 45o       A  = 22.5o   

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{ A+B+C=180
2 A+3B=180

2 A+90o+B=180

{2 A+3B=180 ×(−1)
2 A+90o+B=180 {−2 A−3B=−180

2 A+90o+B=180
+ 90o−2B=0

−2B=−90o

B=45o



  

Example: Find the angles A, B, and C in the roof truss 
shown in the figure:

Let’s solve the system:

22.5o + 45o + C = 180o 
67.5o + C = 180o 

C = 180o – 67.5o = 112.5o 

       A  = 22.5o   

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{ A+B+C=180
2 A+3B=180

2 A+90o+B=180

B=45o



  

Example: Find the angles A, B, and C in the roof truss 
shown in the figure:

Let’s solve the system:

22.5o + 45o + C = 180o 
67.5o + C = 180o 

C = 180o – 67.5o = 112.5o 
Answer: A = 22.5o, B = 45o, C = 180o 

       A  = 22.5o   

Systems of Three Linear Equations in Three Unknowns

{ A+B+C=180
2 A+3B=180

2 A+90o+B=180

B=45o



  

Systems of Two Linear Equations in Two Unknowns

Solving system of equations by substitution method

● express one of the variables in terms of the other two

● substitute the expression for that variable into the two 
other equations

● solve the resulting equations in two variable with any 
method

● use the expression received in the first step to find the 
value of remaining variable



  

Systems of Two Linear Equations in Two Unknowns

Solving system of equations by determinants

Is covered in Section 5.6
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